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Saddi gets the vote
Months after last May's Young Alumni Trustee controversy, Saddi Williams has been
voted to the Board as the 2006 Young Alulnni Trustee.
By Ryan Daley
Opinion Editor
The Bryant University Board of
Trustees (BOT) elected Saddi
Williams as the 2006 Young Alumni
Trustee at their annual meeting dur
ing Homecoming Weekend. The po
sition entails a three-year
appointment to the BOT, and is
available to one member of the
graduating class each year.
Traditionally, the Development
Office, as part of their Alumni Rela
tions responsibilities, facilitates the
process and makes the nomination
at Commencement.
Last year however, the adminis
tration re-opened the process
through an e-mail to the senior class
after previously narrowing the ap
plicant pool of five down to two fi
nalists, as a result of
disappointment from the nominat
ing committee of the BOT regarding
the lack of diversity amongst the ap
plicants.
Laurie Musgrove, Vice President
of University Advancement and for-

mer Executive Secretary for the
nominating committee told The
Archway last year that the board
was not concerned not "just in the
color of students skins, but in their
experiences - commuters, athletes,
students who may not have been in
volved in the traditional ways of
campus but were still active."
First-round finalists, Cathleen
Doane and Brian Levin formally
withdrew their applications after
the process was re-opened, citing in
justice in believing to have been
"questioned, not on [their] merit,
but on [their] diversity," and believ
ing that the nominating committee
felt that "the intentions and qualifi
cations [they] present as candidates
are not enough."
The controversial decision to re
open the process was refuted by the
BOT the day prior to graduation,
and the BOT overrode the previous
decision of the nominating board,
taking control of the process, invit
ing first-round finalists Doane and
Levin to re-apply along with the fi
nalists from the second round.
The interviews by the new nomi-

nating committee comprised
of President Ronald K.
Machtley, BOT Chairman
Thomas Taylor, and two
other trustees were held dur
ing June of 2006. Williams, a
Bryant football veteran and
former president of the
Bryant Christian Fellowship,
was nominated by the com
mittee the day of the inter
view.
Due to last year's divisive
incident, a new program has
emerged: the Bryant Senior
Advisor Council (BSA). As
reported in the September
15, 2006 issue of The Arch
way, the BSA has been estab
lished to address "issues
related to the Senior Class
and/or Bryant in general."
Of this 30 member senior
class committee, one mem
ber will be elected to serve
as the Recent Alumnae/us
Trustee. The President's
Cabinet will review all apThis year's Young Alumni Trustee Saddi
Williams elected at the annual Board of
Continued on page 6
Trustee meeting during Homecoming.

Homecoming and Reunion 2006 Feedback sparks
el11ail policy changes
By Lauren Cimino
Editor-in-Chief

photo courtesy of shawnmnassaney.org

A scene from last year's Shawn M. Nassaney Memorial Cross Country Road RacelWalk.

By Kelly Drew
Staff Writer
The word "homecoming," it evokes a
scene of alumnae and students waving pen
nants on a warm autumn day, cheering on
their home team to victory.

This year's Homecoming Weekend was no
exception. Though held earlier than any pre
vious Homecoming Weekend, Bryant Univer
sity's past and present coeds had plenty of
fun things to do.

Continued on page 6

Monday...no new mes
sages. Tuesday ... no new
messages. Wednesday...21
new messages!?! Thurs
day ...no new messages. Friday ...no new messages.
Maybe you felt loved on
Wednesday when you
checked your email and
found a full mailbox of
Bryant Announcements, but
if you were like most stu
dents, you were confused.
In a response to student
and staff feedback last year
concerning the number of
mass emails sent daily, Stu
dent Affairs decided it was
time to make a change. This
summer, after compiling re
search and evaluations from
staff, student leaders, and
class projects, a new policy
was developed to manage the
volume of emails.
The current policy out
lined on page 65 of the Stu
dent Handbook states: All
submissions are due during
tt:e re.gular academic year by_

Friday at 12 noon, and pend
ing approval from the Vice
President for Student Affairs'
office, will be sent out
Wednesday of the following
week. Only one email per
event or announcement will
be sent.
For the two weeks the pol
icy has been in place, stu
dents have raised concerns.
Brec Fazenbaker, junior
and SPB Vice President, said
"For many clubs and organi
zations, only sending email
on Wednesday can cause stu
dents to miss the organiza
tion's events held earlier in
the week or the events for the
upcoming week are forgotten
about over the weekend."
Assistant Director of Stu
dent Activities, Hank Parkin
son has heard from students
who were not aware of the
change.
"We [The Office of Stu
dent Activities] were work
ing on a letter to alert clubs
of the change. Once the sys
tem is in place, all clubs will

Continued on page 6
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The new faces of
Residence Life
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Latino Heritage Month
By Carlos Ramos

Staff Writer

Krisitin Wodarski has been hired as
the Assistant Director of Residence Life.
Kristin is from Boston College where she
served as the Resident Director for Vander
slice and Ninety Samt Thomas More, two
suited styled residence halls housing 900 stu
dents. Wodarski worked at Boston College
for three years and prior to that she served as
~--------------~
a Graduate Housing Assistant at New York
niversity. Wodarski has a Master's degree in Student Personnel Ad
inistration and a B.A. in English and American Literature & Russian
anguage Studies.
Shawn McQuillan has been hired as
the Area Director for Upper Village. McQuil
lan comes from the University of Maine
where he served as village coordinator (Grad
uate Assistant) for five apartment style resi
dent facilities housing 400 students. Shawn
has previously worked in New Student Ori
entation and Greek Life as a graduate intern.
s an undergraduate intern, Shawn served as a senior RA and RA for
hree years. McQuillan received his Masters Degree in Student Develop
ent in Higher Education from the University of Maine and his Bache
or's Degree in Psychology and English from Eastern Connecticut State
niversity.

Colleen Powers has been hired as the
Area Director for the Lower Village. Powers
comes to Bryant from the University of Mas
sachusetts at Amherst where she served as th
Panhellenic Advisor to 300 sorority members
in seven chapters. She served as a Judicial
Hearing board member and previously
'----------------... worked in conference services as a graduate
·ntem. As an Undergraduate, Colleen served as an orientation leader.
olleen received her Masters Degree in Higher Education Administra
·on from the University of Massachusetts Amherst and her Bachelor's
egree in Mathematics from Quinnipiac University.
Anchors Away, Volume 1, Issue 1. June 2006.
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Flags decorate the Rotunda in honor of Latino Heritage
Latino Heritage Month (L.H.M)
started off with a successful kick-off
event in the Rotunda this past Friday
sparking the interest of hundreds of stu
dents as they walked from class to class.
Sponsored by the Multicultural Stu
dent Union, the LHM committee has a
purpose behind this month, which is to
make the whole student body aware of
the Latino culture at Bryant.
"We want people to know about MSU
and Latino heritage" said Sasha Batista,
the Vice President of MSU.
"We want everyone to feel welcomed
and accepted at all our events."
This month the Latino Heritage Com
mittee will be hosting various events to
celebrate with the entire school.
"With events like the ones going on

e~ent~

a nd ID.ore

Event
Band: Warped (Red Hot Chili Peppers
Cover Band)

t"i~

this month, we will help to break stereo
~pes about Latino culture," said Batista.
, There is so much more to the culture
than the music and food, things like art
work and enriched history."
In the following weeks, LHM activi
ties include an opening dinner, a dance,
Noche Caliente on the 23rd ; a comedian,
Cultural Coffee House on the 27th; movie
night on Oct. 4th; and an amazing LHM
Finale on Oct. 12th.
Students who go to all
events Will
be entered to win prizes ranging from
dictionaries to a 15 inch flat screen tele
vision.

Septe m.he r

ud O.·tober!

Time Location
8pm - South Cafe

September J6. 2006

Damian The Hypnotist

8pm - Janikies Theatre

September 19. 2006

7pm - Meet @ South Cafe

September 24. 2006

Bryant University Scavenger Hunt
Novelty Night: Spin-Art Frisbees & Personalized
Keychains
Movie: Pirates of the Carribean 2: The Dead Man's
Chest

9pm - Janikies Theatre

September 26. 2006

Band: Rainmarket

9pm - South Cafe

September 27. 2006

Comedian: Eric Nieves

9pm - South Cafe

October 5. 2006

Comedic Hypnotist Jim Spinnato

9pm - Janikies Theatre

October 15. 2006

Movie: Superman Returns

9pm - South Cafe

October 17. 2006

Band: Fivewise

9pm - South Cafe

October 24.2006

Comedian: Matt Goldich

9pm - Janikies Theatre

October 26. 2006

Scary Movie Marathon

South Cafe

October 27. 2006
October 31, 2006

The Haunted Trail
Halloween BINGO

9pm - Board in front of BC
9pm - South Cafe

September 21. 2006

9pm-1 am - BC Commons

september 22,2006

Sophontores Go
Abroad
By Jaritza Cortes
Campus News Editor
This winter Bryant University is offering sopho
more students the opportunity of a lifetime to study in
a foreign country. A new pilot program, The Sopho
more International Experience, gives students the
chance to go abroad to South America, Europe, or
China during winter break for a two week class. 1~~
class will give the students a feel for business in diUer
ent regions of the world as well as provide them with
three academic credits.
Jack Trifts, Tom Eakin, Beth Engwall, and many
other faculty and staff personnel have been planning
this program for some time. The program will require
students to take some basic language training, do pre
requisite research on the area to which they will be
traveling and studying, as well as complete a group
final project.
The students who will be traveling to Western Eu
rope will stop in Paris, London, and Rome. Students
will visit cultural areas, businesses, and governmental
sites. Possible stops include a French Fashion Show, a
BMW Mini Cooper manufacturing plant, the Bank of
London, and the Vatican Museum.
Those students going to China get to visit Beijing,
Wuhan and Shanghai. Students wi11 explore cultural,
environmental, and business sites such as Tiananmen
Square, The Forbidden City, Shanghai Stock Ex
change, and the Three Gor~es Dam.
Those attending the Latin America session will tour
Colon, Panama, and Quito, Ecuador. They will be lead
by Lorna J. Hunter, Vice President for Enrollment
Management and Abraham Hunter, Director of the In
tercultural Center, Kevin Pearce, and Alphonso Og
buehi. Highlishts of the tour include studying the
local ecology ill the rainforests, a visit to a manufac
turing facifity, and studying the cultural, political, and
economic impact of the Panama Canal. This trip to
Latin America still has available space.
For only $1,000 more than it costs to take a winter
course at Bryant, the sophomore class has the oppor
tunity to earn three credits abroad. The program is ex
pected to be very successful and there is a good
probability that it will be offered to sophomores next
year. Anyone interested in being a part of the Latin
America program this winter should contact Beth En
gwall in the Study Abroad office.
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Energy of a Rockstar
By Linsay Morse
Staff Writer
Hard parties, late nights, and early morning
classes (attended, of course, after three hours of
sleep) are all terms that for years have been syn
onymous w ith going to college. More and more
frequently, it seems, college students are becom
ing reliant upon caffeinated energy beverages to
give them an extra boost and help them ace that
8amexam.
Within the past two years, Bryant University
has obtained several energy drink vending ma
chines, which is, in part, due to their contract
with Coca-Cola. The energy drink dispensed,
Rockstar, is, by far, one of the most common
ways that students, especially those who dislike
coffee and tea, keep themselves awake for class.
The beverage's slogan, "Party like a rockstar",
blatantly aims to attract college students, who
are most likely to consume the product based
on their hectic lifestyles.
The vending machines, which today are only
located in halls 14, 15 and 16, became an object
of concern when they were installed directly
outside of the athletic training room, targeting
athletes whose priorities lay in fitness and
health. Jennifer Diprete, Health and Wellness
coordinator, was one of many who decided to
take action and get these machines out of the
Wellness center for good.
Photo courtesy of Oanie/le Malatesta
"We knew [having the vending machines in
the Wellness Center] wasn't the best idea," Ms. A student contemplates her Rockstar decision at
Diprete noted, adding that it seemed as though the machine in Hall 14.
their location would attract athletes to the bev
they put into their bodies," said Ms. Diprete. "If
erages, which could be detrimental to their per
they want to be healthy .. .they shouldn t be at
formances or, in the worst case, as pointed out by
Amy Bartlett, Assistant Health anaWellness Coor tracted [to these drinks] simply because of their
names. [The drinks] could be doing more harm
dinator, disqualify an athlete due to violation of
than good, especially when they are combined
NCAA drug-testing rules, which state that if an
with alcohol, or taken with medications."
athlete tests positive for caffeine (15 grams or
In time, it is possible that the vending machines
more), he or she will be disqualified.
will be removed from the residence halls, however,
"[Having the machines removed] wasn't as dif
this is not currently considered to be a bi?, issue.
ficult as it may sound," Ms. Diprete remarked.
"1 don't anticipate any immediate action, ' noted
"The coaches and I were concerned about the ath
letes violating the NCAA rules." Both Ms. Diprete Ms. Diprete, who then added that with so many
other areas of concern regarding student health
and Ms. Bartlett alike remarked that because the
and
wellness, "this is not our number one prior
location did seem to be targeted toward athletes, it
ity."
was easier to convince the administration of the
potential hazards of the drink.
"We just want the students to be aware of what
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New names and a new hall
The Archway covers the latest developements in Resident Life
By Brigit Clancy

Staff Writer
There are approximately 3,200 un
dergraduate students and 400 gradu
ate students at Bryant. Therefore,
hous ing is a certainly a priority at this
instihlti n .
A new residence hall is being built
near th picenter of campus. Five
stories hig11, the hall will be the tallest
building on campus. Construction is
under "'.lay and will continue through
out the 2006/2007 academic year.
Upon ntering the buildin& stu
dents w ill notice that the hall will be
exactly like all of the other residence
halls on campus. There will be an
entry d oor in which to swipe a key
late at night. A main reception desk
will be in the first floor lobby that will
also include a large common room.
A cafe wiI be featured just off the
lobby. The design for the cafe shows a
multifunction seating area. It will
open late in the afternoon, just in time
for dinner. "The cafe will be a place
for everyone to meet, whether It is for
the residents of the building or other
students who corne in large or small
groups to gather," said John Denio,
Director of Residence Life and the As
sistant Dean.
There will be a small meeting room
in the residence hall as well. This
room will be a place for lectures, pre
sentations, and meetings. Perhaps
even one day it will be a classroom.
The meeting room will have all of the

•

I

technology
and comput
ers, just as all
of the other
residence
halls, for it to
operate.
The new
building will
have all of the
nee ssary
components,
such as cable
lines for tele
visions and
computers.
The new facil
ity will also
have central
air-condition
ing and heat
ing systems as
well.
The new
residence hall
will also be
fully accessi
ble with the
installation of
an elevator.
The elevator, a
first for any of
the residence
Photo courtesy of Danielle Malatesta
halls on cam
Construction is moving upward on the new residence hall. This shot is taken from Hall 10.
pus, will be
able to reach
any floor of
The living area of the hall will be
Continued on page 6
this building that is going to hold
suite-style living. Each suite will hold
thirty-one suites all together.
six people and some suites will have

Career Services gets a new name from Arnica
By Ryan Daley

Opinion Editor
Bryant University's office of Career
Services will soon be changing its
name to Arnica Center for Career Edu
cation. The base of the name change,
announced this past summer, is due to
a donation from Arnica Insurance of
Lincoln, Rl to The Campaign for
Bryant, a comprehensive capital cam
paign launched in 2001 which raised
more than $35 million for the institu
tion. Arnica's initial gift came in 1999
but was added to later in The Cam
paign to respond to the Kresge Foun
aatlOn challenge grant. The University
declined to disclose the amount of the
donation.
Bryant is also not the only institu
tion in the country with a corporate
sponsor for its career services office;
among others is Georgetown Univer
sity, in Washington DC, with its

MBNA Career Development Center.
Traditionally at Bryant however,
buildings, other facilities and class
rooms have received names of alumni
or large donor foundations (Janikies
Auditorium, Koffler Center, Chace
Wellness Center, Bello Center, CV
Starr Financial Markets Center, etc.).
Arnica will be the University's first
corporate sponsor of an office.
Arnica Insurance has had a long
standing, dose relationship with
Bryant. The company is located one
town away from Bryant, and has had
a recruiting relationship with the Of
fice of Career Services for many years.
Also, former President and CEO of
Arnica, Thomas Taylor, '63, '98H, was
named chairman of Bryant's Board of
Trustees in May of 2005. Bryant Presi
dent Ronald K. Machtley has served
on Arnica Insurance's Board of Direc
tors since 1999. Arnica also offers an
"Affinity Insurance Program" through

the Office of Alumni Relations, in
which contributions of financial sup
port are made to Bryant alumni pro
grams based on the number of Bryant
alumni who become Arnica policy
holders.
Judy Clare, Director of the Arnica
Center for Career Education, said the
name change "better reflects what we
provide to students" since"our goal
and mission is to educate students to
manage their careers for a lifetime."
She also commented, "We are Eleased
that our name is associated with
Arnica Insurance, since it stands for
high quality, integrity and outstand
ing customer service - qualities that
we also value and adhere to." She
stresses Arnica will have a "recruiting
relationship only" and that there wilf
be no change in variety or amount of
companies recruiting on camEus.
Robin T. Warde, Executive Director
of Development, says about the name

change "major support from compa
nies is usually a result of a multifac
eted relationship - such as the one we
have with Arnica. We work with com
panies to decide on the right space to
name - one that also reflects our fu
ture relationship as well as our past
relationship."
The physical office, located on the
left wing of the Unistructure above
DPS and overlooking Salmanson din
ing area, was renovated in 2001 and
includes new meeting rooms, office
space, and mock interview rooms. Un
fortunately for the office, Arnica's do
nation directly supports brick and
mortar construction and renovation of
facilities, so ACCE must foot th bill
for reprinting literature and other of
fice relations materials.
The official ceremony marking the
change will take place on October 18,
2006 at 8:30AM. All are welcome to at
tend.

Join
T h A ~ hway

Bryant Univer ity's

dershi

Writers, Ph otogra p h ers, a n d Editors
Wanted

Provid ing op
to develop into es a s e
their personal and profe

aders in
I lives.

www.bryantleadership.com
OR
call Hank Parkinson @ 401-232-6952

No Experience
Necessary
Meetings are Mondays at 4:30 in Room
2B of the Bryant Center

Spring Break
Call STS for the best deals to this year's top 10 Spring
Break destinations! Earn the highest rep commissions!
Ask about our group discounts! Voted best party
schedules. 1-800-648-4849. www.ststravel.com.
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EMT CALL EMT Call /
Medical Services Rendered
SEP 3 2006-Sunday at 23:28
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: a Female having
difficulty breathing. EMS
was activated.
ASSAULT Assault and/or
Battery SEP 3 2006-Sunday
at 23:39
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A reported assault
one student required EMSfor
a laceration to the head.
EMT CALL EMT Call /
Medical Services Rendered
SEP 4 2006-Monday at 18:32
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A 911 call re
ported student having a dia
betic episode. EMS was
activated.
LARCENY-THEFT From
Buildings SEP 5 2006-Tues
day at 13 :40
Location: GEORGEEBEL
LOCENTER
Summary: A DPS Officer
was dispatched to the library
to the report of a stolen back
pack and laptop computer.

VANDALISM Vandalism
SEP 6 2006-Wednesday at
08:32
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL ·
Summary: A golf ball was
thrown or hit through the
stairway window in a Resi
dence Hall.
EMT CALL EMT Call /
Medical Services Rendered
SEP 8 2006-Friday at 00:12
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: An RA requested
an EMT for an intoxicated
male, who had been vomit
ing. EMS was activated.
DRUG ACTIVITY Drug
Activity SEP 8 2006-Friday
at 01 :46
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: An RA reported
possible drug activity in a
Residence Hall. DPS re
sponded and requested
Smithfield Police. SPD has
one student in custody.
EMT CALL EMT Call /
Medical Services Rendered
SEP 8 2006-Friday at 02 :43
Location: RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: DPS was called
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for a reported person with
difficulty breathing. EMS
was activated.
TRESPASSING Trespass
ing On School Grounds SEP
8 2006-Friday at 22:15
Location: CORNERSTONE
LOT
Summary: Large groups of
individuals were attempting
to sneak on campus through
the woods. All were escorted
off.
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
Disorderly Conduct SEP 8
2006-Friday at 23:00
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A DPS officer re
ports having an issue with an
intoxicated male. SPD re
quested to assist. One male
student was arrested by SPD.
EMT CALL EMT Call /
Medical Services Rendered
SEP 8 2006-Friday at 23:40
Location : TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A report of a hand
injury with amputation of a
fingertip. EMS was acti
vated.
TRESPASSING Trespass
ing SEP 9 2006-Saturday at
19:15
Location: HALL 15 LOT

~006
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Summary: A non-student
was found entering the cam
pus from the rear of the Hall
15 lot. Subject was trans
ported to the ECS to await
transportation off campus.
EMT CALL EMT Call /
Medical Services Rendered
SEP 10 2006-Sunday at
00:49
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: Report of an in
toxicated male. EMSwas ac
tivated.
.THEFT Larceny / Other
($50-$200) SEP 10 2006
Sunday at 01:04
Location : RESIDENCE
HALL
Summary: A reported theft
of a Pizza sign from a deliv
ery vehicle and a cell-phone.
Smithfield Police were re
quested for a report.
VANDALISM Vandalism
(Residence) SEP 10 2006
Sunday at 02:01
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A reported broken
window in the first floor bed
room ofa townhouse. HVAC
has been notified for tempo
rary repairs.
STUDENT CONDUCT

Student Conduct Violation
SEP 10 2006-Sunday at
00:05
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: A Student Con
duct given.to a student for
setting off fireworks.
BIAS INCIDENTS None
reported
To report a bias incident or
hate crime, go to
www.brvant.edu/bias or
call the Bias Incident Hot
Hne at x6920
Bias related incident - a
threatened, attempted, or
completed action that is
motivated by bigotry and
bias regarding a person's
real or perceived race, reli
gion, natural origin, ethnic
ity, sexual orientation,
disability, or gender status.
Examples of these incidents
include name calling, offen
sive language/acts, and
graffitilbehavior.
Bias is reported 2.!!.b:lf in
vestigation reveals suffi
cient objective facts to lead
a reasonable and prudent
person to conclude that the
offender's actions were mo
tivated, in whole or in part,
by bias.
Remember to register your
car on campus!!!
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Young Alumni Trustee
Continued from page 1
plications and conduct all interviews.
The BSA recognizes every person has a
different college experience and gains a dis
tinctive perspective based on those experi
ences. The nominating committee will be
considering what each person has experi
enced through his or her tenure at Bryant,
and will be particularly interested in what
made his or her experience unique.
They are looking for diversity of experi
ence to select "the individual who best
meets the needs of the Board for a given
year."
The council members will "represent a
wide array of clubs, student organizations,
and athletic teams" and "shall be based
upon demonstrated leadership ability."
Robin Warde, Interim Director of Alumni
Relations and Executive Director of Devel

opment feels positive about the BSA, as it
gives her office "the possibility to help iden
tify future alumni leaders" through working
for an entire year with Bryant's best student
leaders.
She feels "sad there is only one position,
however the Alumni Relations Office will be
looking for ways to involve people in lead
ership roles - whether it be regional net
works, class steering committee, or the
National Alumni Council."

The weekend's events were kicked off on
Friday night with a delicious buffet in
Salmanson Dining Hall, featuring com on the
cob, sausage, sauerkraut, and French fries.
A bonfire, floating in the pond and un
touched by the rain, was part of a pep rally
for the footba ll team. The rally ended WIth a
fireworks show around 10 pm; its dazzling
dL play sur ly getting the players pumped for
t h . game.
Unf rtunately, the how of the Red Hot
Chill Pepper tribute ban , Warped , was can
celle on Fr iday m ght due to the band mem
bert. getting stuck in traffic, disappointing
many.
The big game was held Saturday after
nOOl1, and the Bulldogs were triumphant over
theu opponent, Merrimack College, scoring
34-7. Though the score was 7-7 in the last
minutes of the second half, our guys were
able to secure an impressive lead and finish
with a win, due in no small part to the sta
dium filled with fans.
Spectators were treated to a sumptuous
brunch before the kick-off, as well as free
samples of ice cream-injected cupcakes from
Boston-based pastry company Trani. Later on
Saturday, the rugby team was sadly beaten by
the University of Rhode Island's team. "After
10 scores [from the other team], we kind of
stopped counting," laughed a player Nick,
'10.
Damian the Hypnotist's show occurred
Saturday night, and twenty lucky volunteers
(this reporter being one of them) were able to
let their mind and body be controlled by the
experienced hypnotist.
"Damian's going to get you legally stoned
tonight, Bryant University!" Damian had
roared, and proceeded to thrill the packed
audience in Janikies Theater. Ribald and

Residence Hall
Changes
Continued from page 4
the option of a single room,
not SImply for a Resident As
sistant. Each floor will have
its own study and social
lounge.
Students and faculty alike
are expressing their interest in
the new residence hall. Tia
Pydynkowski, a member of
the girls' Field Hockey team
and the class of 2010, said, "It
sounds like you would never
have to leave [the buildin
other than to go to class!'
Tiago Machado, a member
of the class of 2010, com
mented, "I do feel that [the
new hall] is necessary, and I
am excited that it will be
ready for the class of 2010
next year. The cafe will also
corne in handy because for
those of us that don't have the
nineteen meal plan. [The
cafe] will be good for break
fast and coffee."
Denio commented, "I am
very excited with the new res
idence hall. The appearance
and the functionality of the
entire building will be great.
The new hall will help ad

r],

Homecoming recap
Continued from page 1
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raunchy jokes were rampant.
One spectacular gag involved all the male
volunteers being tricked into believing they
were auditioning for the Moulin Rouge, who
then sauntered down from the stage to give
men (thinking they were women) lap dances.
Other impressive stunts featured two hap
less guys singing in "Chinese" a la William
Hung from American Idol, Damian showing
the volunteers a "pet duck," fe aturing
m onikeJ's such as Win y, Dc ffy, and Si r r d
dlesw orth, and then "punting" it into the air,
causing the students much despair.
The finale was that the hy pnotized p eople
were convinced that they hadn't been to a
show after all, and even worse, they had paid
$50 to see nothing! Damian then instructed
the group to take out their aggression on two
helpers, representing his sponsor Contiki
Tours, until they were presented with a free
T-shirt.
The movie The Break-Up was shown after
the hypnotist show on the Bryant Center
lawn. The comedy, starring real-life para
mours Jennifer Aniston and Vince Vaughn,
drew a crowd who enjoyed the warm late
summer night watching a good movie.
Sunday brought forth the 6th Annual An
nual Shawn M. Nassaney
Memorial Cross Country Road RacefWalk.
Held in honor of a Bryant alum who perished
in the September 11th, 2001 terrorist attacks,
athletes and community members alike took
part in the event. When asked how it went,
Sarah Drew, a member of the swimming
team, laughed and said "It was good... [but]
tiring!" Participants were able to make dona
tions to the Shawn M. Nassaney Memorial
Fund through registration fees. (For others
wishing to make a donation, please go to
www.shawnmnassaney.org)

dress the housing needs!"
The majority of the Bryant
community that will be living
in the new residence hall will
be sophomores, juniors, and
seniors if they wish to live
there.
When the new residence
hall is completed, the names
of every ha11 on caml?us may
change, but nothing IS certam
for the time being. Some of
the halls currently have a spe
cific name but many people
refer to the halls by number.
Hall six, for example, is
named Babarian Hall. The
townhouses, too, may also be
named, but not individually.
They will be sectioned off in
different groups and named
by area.
The highly anticipated resi
dence hall will open in Sep
tember of 2007. It will appear
on the spring 2007 Housing
sign-up1ist for students to re
quest.

Presents

Anima and
Time for Three
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, AT 6:)0 P.M.
JANIKIES THEATRE

Join us for the perfonnance of Anima, a classical quartet
featuring violin, viola, cello, and flute, followed by Time for
Three, an acclaimed string ensemble that plays "Bach to

Mass email policy

Bluegrass... and everything in between."
FREE TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE TO BRYANT STUDENTS, FACULTY,

Continued from page 1
be notified," said Parkinson. "I think there
needs to be a system. We just need to find a
system to effectively manage the emails sent
out."
After listening to student feedback regard
ing the new policy, Dr. Eakin, Vice President
for Student Affairs, feels they are on the right
track limiting the number of emails and rec
ognizes students have more of an issue with
the timing.
"The new policy reflects the need to have
people plan ahead. Many [ern ails] come in
the day of the event as the last resort for ad
vertising," said Eakin.
"Students and everyone in the community
need to pay attention to what is happening in
the community, but what price do we have to
pay for being a part of the community?" he
continued.
As Jamie MacMillan, a junior who has no

ticed the lack of emails. said...It.snice getting
less emails but people aren't human calen
dars. We need to be reminded."
Currently, Student Affairs is hearing feed
back to continue modifying the system to
meet the needs of the community effectively.
If you would like to voice your concerns
over the new policy, stop by the next Student
Senate meeting or go to bryantsenate.org.

STAH, AND THEIR GUESTS AT THE BRYANT CENTER INFOR
MATION DESK. TICKETS ARE $10 FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC.
BRYANT ALUMNI CAN PURCHASE TICKETS IN ADVANCE FOR $5
($10 ON THE NIGHT OF THE CONCERT). CALL (401) 232-6595
FOR GENERAL INFORMATION OR TO CHARGE TICKETS BY
PHONE . REMAINING TICKETS WILL BE SOLD AT THE DOOR .
SMITHFIELD RESIDENTS CAN RESERVE UP TO FOUR FREE TICK
ETS.

A

LIMITED NUMBER ARE AVAILABLE AT (401) 232-6120 .

The Pawtucket
The Woonsocket Call.

THIS EVENT IS SPO NSO RED BY
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Wotnen's Soccer: Kickin' It
By Alan Waters

scored, thanks in part to a no-holds
nents when it comes to pressuring the
Grange. She also credits staying
bar mindset in the offensive attack.
healthy as a positive, which also goes
goalies of opposing teams. The oppo
Staff Writer
Casey Grange believes part of the suc
for Meg who suffered a serious knee
sition has haa to save double the
Whoever says women's soccer is not injury out is back playing strong.
amount of shots in the first period and cess is coming from"going as hard in
intense obviously hasn't made it out to
practice as in games" and also be
Both seniors have started every
triple the amount the Bulldogs have
a Bryant women's soccer match yet.
lieves that "pres
game for the Bulldogs so far. The
These girls can play and that was no
suring the defense
team is also receiving great contri
ticed tfiis year when they were ranked butions from the sopnomore and
a lot this year"
25 th in the nation in the preseason poll. junior classes. Diane Pascale, Tricia
will only help the
The Bulldogs have been improving
team's offense. It
Spada, and Stephanie Zalewski
over the past few years, due in part to
have been huge for the Bulldog of
will only be a
great talent and stron~ coaching.
matter of time till
fense. Sophomores, Danielle Malta,
Chris Flint is the wmningest coach
those shots start
Amy Orzechowski, and Laina lan
in the program's history. He has com
nazzi have been huge on defense for
falling and the
piled a 64-45-9 record in five years of
the Bulldogs. Bryant has seen action
wins start piling
coaching action. He heads into his 6th
from three different goalies already
up.
year as the women's coach, and this
With the addi
this season: sophomore Jess Clark,
year looks to be another successful
sophomore Jessica Neales and
tion of the turf
campaign. The soccer team has also
field, Bryant has
freshman Katie Mitchell. There have
added asbeen able to fea
also been major
sistant
ture night games
contributions
coach Ria
from the fresh
this season. They
Women's
Soccer
Schedule
Carroll,
men class such
have already seen
who
as, Brianne Lus
an improvement
September
comes to
in attendance. The
tenring, Kellie
Sat 23 at Saint Michaels * 10:00 am
Bryant
Barker, and Alex
question is, will
after
Tue 26 Lemoyne * 3:00 pm
those same fans
Dipippo, to
graduat
name
a
few.
come
out when
Sat 30 at Georgian Court 12:00 pm
ing from
The Bulldogs
the temperature
URI. She
have compiled a
drops a good 20
October
was a
5-3 overall
degrees? Hope
Sun 1 at New Haven 1:00 pm
goal
fully, because
record and a 3-2
tender for
Wed 4 at St. Rose * 4:15 pm
record in the
these girls are
the Rams
NE-10 as of Fri
something you do
Sat 7 at Assumption * 11:00 am
during
day. The season
not want to miss.
Sun 8 HOLY FAMILY 12 pm
her col
started out blaz
Look for this
Wed 11 Saint Anselm * 3:00 pm
lege ca
ing fast for the
year's team to be
reer.
Sat 14 Southern Conn. State * 11:00 am
Bulldogs, they
m it to win it and
The
started out 4-0,
Fri 20 Merrimack * Senior Night 7:00 pm
become a major
Bulldogs
but then saw a
contender for this
Tue 24 at NE 10 Tournament TBA
have
little down spot.
year's conference
Fri 27 at NE 10 Tournament TBA
strong
This doesn't m
title. So come out
Sun 29 at NE 10 Tournament TBA
leader
dicate anything
and support the
ship this
Bulldogs as they
as of yet how
"'"-Denotes Conference Game
year from
strive again for
ever, because the
their two
Bulldogs seem
the President's
seniors;
to be in con
Courtesy of Athletic Department Cup.
hard
tention this year
working Meghan Reising on defense
with their speedy front line and
Diane Pascale warning off the defender.
and goal scoring machine forward
strong defensive balance.
Casey Grange. "I' ve worked harder
Bryant has dominated their oppo
than ever before this year" said

Top Dogs
Bryan Gravel
Sport: Soccer
Year: Senior
Why this dog was picked: Scored two
goals in Bryant's 5-4 victory at St. Rose on
Saturday, including the game-winner.
Gravel leads the Bulldogs with four goals,
11 points, and 24 shots after seven games
this season. The 4-1-2 Bulldogs will visit
Dominican (Thurs.) and Franklin Pierce
(Sat.) this week.

Laynie Sadler
Sport: Field Hockey
Year: Senior

Courtesy of the Athletic Department

Why this dog was picked: The Bulldogs'
co-captain scored twice and added an as
sist, while leading her field hockey team to
two wins this week. Sadler scored her first
tally in Saturday'S 4-1 win over Franklin
Pierce, only seconds after the Ravens took a
1-0 lead. She leads the Bulldogs in goals (3),
assists (4), points (10), and shots (23) in six
games.

The Waters Way:
Show Me the Money
By Alan Waters

5 taff Writer
Hear this situation out, a college
ball player let's say twenty two, just
commg out of college, or on their way
to graduation, I?ets arafted by a pro
team. They deCIde ten million dollars
guaranteed is not enough and he or
she wants twenty-six million instead,
seems crazy right?
Well in a big sense it is, but at the
same time if we really think about it
and break down the numbers it can
somewhat make sense. I know at this
point many of you probably think I
am crazy, which is fine, but hear me
out. Twenty years ago players were
ecstatic when they signed a contract
that guaranteed five million dollars,
which was viewed as a god send.
Nowadays teams are lucky if they can
pay their third round draft pick
money like that. Now, I agree that
does not seem right, in fact if you ask
me it is ludicrous to think anyone
would want to tum down five million
dollars. Where in the world can I
sign that contract out of school?
Show me and I will si~ it.
So let's look at it thIS way -- back
twenty or thirty years ago the mini
mum salaries were much lower in
comparison to today's numbers, and
profits for those teams were also not
as high when compared to today's
standards. Many cost factors include
ticket pricing, novelties, concessions,

and media deals. Costs have sky
rocketed in the sports world, and its
not just the athletes who are to blame.
There are many other people at fault.
For instance, the agents and owners
that make outrageous commitments
to their clients and players. If I was a
professional athlete and someone
wanted to pay me two hundred mil
lion dollars over ten years, why
would I not take that deal? I would be
the crazy one.
Yes, I agree it is hard to imagine
that our athletes make more money
than some CEOs of major corpora
tions, but that is because a) they are
told they can and b) someone is will
ing to pay it. Let's be honest, the own
ers of these professional teams are not
making out that bad either. A lot of
them are in it for the money, not all,
but you know who they are. So why
not see that money go to other ath
letes, instead of the guys in the front
office. I mean let's be real, why are the
fans coming to the stadium or turning
on their televisions; to see George
Steinbrenner in his booth, or watch
someone like Derek Jeter or David
Ortiz, hit a game winning RBI?
Sports is entertainment and our so
ciety lives for that. I am not saying
that players should be making a guar
anteed twenty six million dollars (like
this year's number one pick in the
NFL draft Marie! Williams of North

Continued on page 8
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Bulldog Bites 34-7 Homecoming Win
Athletics Hall of Fame Class of 2007 Announced
Every year the Bryant Athletic Department appoints new
members to the Bryant Athletics Hall of Fame. The Class of
2007 was announced during halftime of the football game
during Homecoming weekend. This year's inductees are
Beth Connealy '96 (women's basketball), Charlie Mandeville
(cross country/ track & field coach), Dan Mazzula '88 (men's
basketball), Mike McKenna '86 (golf), Jon Sjogren '88(base
ball), and the 1966-67 men's basketball team.
Gadacy Earns Career Win 300
Women's Volleyball Coach, Theresa Garlacy, earned win
No. 300 last Friday against the University of Bridgeport. In
the match Vanessa Lavallee and Likica Grceva each had 11
kills as they helped to defeat Bridgeport 3-0. Earlier that day,
Bryant defeated Stonehill 3-0. In that match, Jessica Cegarra
notched 13 kills and Tiffany Garry had 23 assists.
Men's Soccer Notches Another Win
The Bryant Men's Soccer team improved to 4-1-2 with a 5
4 win over St. Rose last weekend. Bryan Gravel scored two
minutes into the game, heading in a long throw from Nick
Balistierri. Ryan Aspinall scored his first collegiate goal 30
seconds after St. Rose had tied the game. After falling be
hind 3-2, the Bulldogs scored three unassisted goals. Manny
Rodriguez scored twice and Gravel added a second goal.
Thomas Madden stopped three shots in goal.
Field Hockey Wins Third Straight
The Bryant Field Hockey team won its third straight
game last weekend, beating Franklin Pierce College 4-1. Co
captain Laynie Sadler scored twice in the game. During the
first half, Sadler scored seconds after the Ravens had taken
the early lead. Courtney Carr found the back of the net dur
ing the 29 th minute to put the Bulldogs ahead for good. The
second half was dominated by the Bulldogs, as they shut
down the Franklin Pierce offense. The Bulldogs added two
more goals f r some extra ~ctuity.
Cross Country Competes at UMass Invitational
The Bryant University men's and women's cross country
teams competed last weeke d at the UMass Dartmouth Invi
tational. The Bryant men finished 12th out of the 29 schools
competing and the women's team placed 15th out of 33
schools. Torn Casey was the Bulldog's top male finisher,
placing 53 rd with a time of 27:18 seconds over the Jive mile
course. Nichole Radzik led the women finishing in 19th
place with a time of 19:10 over the five kilometer course.
Smith Leads Men's Golf at Dowling
The Bulldogs men's golf team opened the fall season this
past weekend at the Dowling College Shootout on Long Is
land. Senior Brenden Smith was the Bulldogs top finisher
and helped the team place fourth. He ended the two day
tournament with a score of 146.

MerkYODr
Caleadan
Football: Sat, Sept. 23 VS. Assumption "1:00 PM
Field Hockey: Sat, Sept. 23 at t. Michael's ·1:00 PM; Thu .
Sept. 28 VS. Merrimack It 7:00 PM
Men's Soccer: Sat, Sept. 23 at Franklin Pierce .. 7:00 PM;
Wed, Sept. 27 at St. Anselm 3:30 PM
VolleybaU: Sat, Sep t. 23 vs. Bridgeport 2:00 PM, vs. C W.
Post 4:30 PM; Tue. Sept. 26 at Southern New H mp hire·
7:00 PM; Thu, Sep t. 28 at New H av n 7:00 PM
M en's and Women's Cross Country: Sat. Sept. 23 a t Rhode
Island College Invitational
Golf: Sat and Sun, Sept 23-24 at N E-lO Championship
LeMoyne

@

Men 's Tennis: Tue, Sept. 26 vs. Rhode Island 3 PM
Wom en's Tennis: Fri, Sept. 22 at Southern New H ampshire"
4:00 PM; Sun, Sept 24 vs. Assum plion" 11:00 AM

... Dentlt(1s a COllf(~" ce game

During the second half, the Bulldogs added
to their lead when safety Chris WolhTheter in
tercepted a Merrimack pass and ran for a 74
The Bulldogs put together another impres
yard touchdown.
The Bulldogs continued their dominance
sive win this past weekend and beat Merri
mack College 34-7.
when Lorenzo Perry
scored on a six-yard run
A crowd of 4,854 fans,
second largest in school
to cap off a 99-yard drive
history, were on hand to
by Bryant during the third
root on the Bulldogs on a
quarter. Perry added an
very warm Homecoming
other ten-yard touchdown
weekend.
early on in the fourth.
The Bulldogs got off to
Perry rushed for 233
yards on 21 carries, the
a quick start as quarter
back Charles Granatell
Fourth-best single-game
found wide receiver Joey
rushing performance in
school history. His two
Brito on the third play of
the Bulldogs second
touchdowns also ex
drive. Brito was able to
tended his career record
k
of 23 touchdowns.
get past the Merrimac
Granatell also had an
defense and run for a 49
yard score.
impressive performance
The Warriors an
at quarterback. He was 12
for 17 passing for 131
swered back quickly as
they put together a seven
yards and had two touch
play drive and ended up
down passes.
The Bulldogs are now
. fr
d t
sconng om a yar ou.
2-1 this season and they
That would be the end of
the scoring for the War
face Assumption College
riors all day as the Bryant
this Saturday at Bulldog
defense limited Merri
Stadium.
mack to just 319 yards of
Assumption comes into
total offense.
the game with an identi
cal record of 2-1.They
be forle h a IfCourtesy of the Athletic Department have won their last two
. Se cCohn d.s A
ns rno d
. t St
h'll
time,
caught a pass for a tenBrad Boyd reading the quarterback.
games .agams one 1
yard touChdown. This
and Samt Anselm: Last
gave the Bulldogs the lead for good. Arnold
year the Bulldogs rolled past Assumption 48
ended the day with four catches for 33 yards.
38.
By Stephen Demers
Sports Editor

Nassaney Race Tribute
By Jennifer Fitta

Public Relations Coordinator
The horrific attacks of 9-11 affected millions
of Americans across the nation. The Bryant
community was no exception, losing four dis
tinguished alumni; one of the four being
Shawn Nassaney, '98, who was aboard United
Airlines flight 175.
Nassaney, a native of Pawtucket, RI, was an
established scholar and stand out member of
the cross country team, eventuaBy becoming
the team's captain. He was respected for "diS
cipline and leadership," according to his fa
ther, Pat Nassaney. Shawn believed that
students "need to enjoy the fuB experience. He
felt there was room for srortsmanship and
competitiveness, but academics should not
take a back seat."
In honor of the late Shawn Nassaney, The
Nassaney Foundation was created by his fam
ily, friends, and colleagues to keep the firm
memory of his passion for life alive. The foun
dation is pleased that their first accomplish
ment ancfbasis for establishment was to award
a fully endowed scholarship to Bryant Univer
sity Cross Country Athlete m his name. Also
it offers similar funds at St. Raphael's Acad
emy in Pawtucket, Rhode Island. The founda
tion is also a major supporter of the NCAA
CHAMPS/Life Skills enrichment program that
serves the more than 500 student athletes at
Bryant.
"It is a good feeling. We know we are doing
a lot of good with the money that is raised,"
said Pat Nassaney, Shawn's father.
The Nassaney Foundation has sponsored
it's annual a 5K Race, taking place on the
Bryant University campus cross coun~
course, and a two mile "fun walk" in his
honor. The inaugural race, held just over a

month after the 9/11 attacks in New York City,
attracted nearly 400 participants.
This past Sunday, September 17, 2006, 575
runners participated in what marked the sixth
annual Shawn Nassaney Road Race. Volun
teers were widely varied from Bryant Univer
sity, APC and Fidelity Investments. This year's
race ~an promptly at 1:00 with the help of
Rhode Island Governor Donald Carcieri, Con
gressman Jim Langevin, and Bryant President
Ronald K. Machtley. The course is highly
competitive and features a variety of terrain,
ranging from flat grassy stretches to rolling
hiBs in a forest.
Each participant paid the initial race fee
which provided them with the long sleeve
commentorative tee shirt. Also, post-race,
there was an outdoor barbeque provided and
an awards ceremony at 2:00.
The overall male winners were Richard
Jonas, Providence, RI 17:11, Daniel Yifru, Wa
tertown. MA, 17:12, and Eric Narcisi, Brighton,
MA, 17:13. The female overall winners in
cluded, ~eidi .Westerling, ~arragansett, RI,
18:46, Tnsh Hillery, Greenville, RI, 20:12, and
Lynn Johnson, North Attleboro, MA, 21:17.
Many teams also participated in the race, the
t!'P five included Maggie Mae: 1:40:38, Laugh
1iri Legends: 1:41:57, Bryant Women Soccer:
2:08:41, Saints Boys: 2:40:25, Saints Girls:
2:59:48. The alumni winners include Eric Nar
cisi, Brighton, MA, Gass of 2001,17:13, Holly
Resendes, Warwick, RI, Class of 2005,21:40
This year's race was a complete success. It
was a perfect opportunity for the Bryant com
munity to gather and honor the late Shawn
Nassaney, and show how he has set a prece
dent of excellence for Bryant students of the
future.
For more information visit www.shawnrnnas
saney.org or call (401) 663-4424.

The Waters Way
Continued from page 7
Carolina State ), but can you fault the guy if
they are willing to pay him? I believe holding
out on your team, like Matt Leinart did be
cause you are fighting over a few million dol
lars is just bad PR for that player. Who would
want to start out on the wrong foot with their
fans, not to mention their organization? I can
understand that players want to be paid in the
same ballpark as comparable athletes, but to
the extent that it would hurt your reputation?
Personally I would suck it up and take a
pay hit, so later I can play that card. I also do
not have that kind of money in front of my

face or that ~ of talent in my blood. Person
ally I w ould rather see the guy that is produc
ing numbers for my team making the extra
cash rather than the guy sitting back catching
profits.
The truth is that someone is going to be
cashing in. Why not give it to ilie player pro
ducing rather than ilie one watching? I tfiink
we have a long way to go with salaries. I
would love to see a salary cap that was actu
ally enforced. I would love to see players say
they do not need the extra five million dollars
added to their contracts. However, realistically
speaking that will not happen. There will al
ways be those few willing to pay for it.
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''I'm all fo r it. It's fantas-

, My resume gc
every day!
K 1.. Bast
19 4

"The . c. d ne a good
job plannin the growth
in uth a way that it i
u tainabl-~ anJ mak

th most en:se
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Br ant'. strategic
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TT y Noga

1992

"It' unbelievable what
Bry n t ha J ne over the
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pt: pie here!"
R bert Lac uture
1956

"It's great. It has raised rhe

protlie of the s hool and
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Forget 80 Days, Around the World in 72 Hours
One of the
biggest experi
ences a college
student can
ever experience
is to go abroad.
Every person
dreams of see
ing the world .
::;~::~::;;;=:;:::: However, at
Bryant Univer
.
si ty, we offer
StaffColumnzst kids a different
kin 0 wor tour, and from the
view of many students, this tour did
not disappoint. This tour is we like
to call "Around the World." The
Seniors run it, the freshman love it,
and the Sophomores and Jun
iors ... well they love it too. Three
straight nights of open door may
hem start off the school year, a tra
dition that rivals that of the Cursed
Archway itself(Ok, well not really,
but you get the point).
Around the World is an eye
opening experience for Freshmen
boys and guls alike. One freshman
was quoted "This is the best thing
that nappened to me since my mom
bought me the 36 pack of Easy
Mac." Another Freshman said
"Around the World is §oing on my
interests on Facebook! '. Finally, my
favorite quote of the weekend was
"Now I know why we have a globe
in our entrance!" They soak it up
with pride, finally realizing that
they are now truly a part of the
Bryant communitv. In a way, it is the
student's own welcoming party to
the class of 2010, showing them the
way so that when they are
seniors(bless their little innocent
hearts), they will too show the
freshman class the culture that our
world has to a 'T. Around the
World, for me however, was a great
way to reconnect with the class of

2010 after serving as an Orientation
Leader. After abou t the 100th
"HEY!! IT'S THE KID FROM THE
THING!!", I started to get emo
tional. Walking with fellow Orienta
tion leader Alan Waters, tears came
to our eyes as we watched the fresh
man grow into actual college stu
dents. They came so far in so little
time.
So for all you ATW novices out
there, you may ask yourself, how
does Around the World work? It's a
very simple process. Townhouses
prepare a certain"appetizer" for
theIr fully bulldogs, in which the
underclassmen and seniors who
have the night off, will line up in an
orderly fashion, and taste-test for
themselves. With so many options
to choose, one brave soul may hit
up every townhouse. However, oth
ers like to hit their favorite sJ?ots
from last year, or catch up WIth
some old friends, and see what they
have to offer. ATW is basically the
college version of a wine tastmg,
with a lot more music, and a lot
more wine.
Like I said before, upperclassmen
use Around the World to reconnect
with loved ones, for girls to dance
in a circle around the pocketbooks
and shoes, and for guys to show off
the"gun show" they started in the
summer. "You better get those tick
ets, their selling out fast." To say the
least, that guy was tasered (Dane
Cook fans msert laugh here). ATW
also reminds us that DPS is not your
enemy, yet a friend that you can call
and complain to about a boy. I my
self broke my personal record, and
high fived seven DPS officers dur
ing my Around the World experi
ence. On a more serious note, DPS
did a great job at keeping us safe
while also letting us enjoy our
weekend of jubiIance. Compared to

last years' 17 reported offenses, this
ultimate dream) than sneaking
year the tally dropped to 14. Also,
someone through the Hall 15
four fewer EMT visits were needed
woods. However, was that a para
than 2005's worldwide trip. So I
chute I saw Saturday afternoon?
need to give props to both the stu
Touche to that brave soul. He must
dent body and IJPS. DPS isn't out to really love traveling. The guest pol
get us, and they proved it this past
icy is just another way to keep us
weekend. They want us to enjoy the
safe, and although some people dis
experience as much as we do. So do
agree with it, it will most likely can
as I do, and give them a high five .
tinue for next year's "Welcome
Just don't
weekend". I mean
"good
come on Bryant, I think
game"
we've proved we can
them. I
have a good time with
don't think
out outside influence.
they like
Around the World
that as
proved to once again be
much.
a rousing success this
A num
year. We saw romance,
ber of stu
heartbreak, the thrill of
dents,
victory and defeat, ac
however,
tion and adventure, and
were disap
some stories that will
pointed
last a lifetime. Some
with the
body should make a
guest pol
movie. Can you say Old
icy. As part
School 3, Bryant U11i
of Bryant's
photo courtesy of Jess Laroche versity style? I'll eve.n
"Welcome R"d
""
h "A
d Th start the castmg. I ehmWeekend",
eSI ents enjoying t e
roun
inate Ben Affleck. See
no guests
World" festivities at the new N-Block it's already headed in
were al
the right direction. In
lowed on campus. This is because
conclusion, I would like to thank the
most problems that occur on our
seniors for giving us a lesson in cul
campus actually involve guests
ture of the worle[, DPS for telling us
more than Bryant students. A lot of
nicely to keep our arms and legs in
students were left with the same
side the vehicle all while telling lit
dilemma. Do I try and sneak my sig
tleJ·okes and singing road tunes,
nificant other, favorite alumni, best
an last but certainly not least to all
amigo from home, or big bro onto
the students for giving it their all for
campus, or just tell them about the
three straight nights. ft was truly a
craZIest night ever. Most went with
championship performance that ri
option A, and the results varied. The valed the greats of "Frank the Tank"
word through the grapevine was the and John ''Bluto' Blutarsky. So take
more creative you were, the more
those 80 days, and use them for rest
successful you were. You have more for next year. I'm counting d own the
chance of getting on the Price is
days to our trip next y ar. Who
Right, spinning the $1.00 twice, and
needs 80 days to see the world when
then winning Doth showcases(my
you can see it in 72 hours?

Multipartisan Hackery: Hypodermic Syringes
Residents of Massachusetts can now buy hy
podermic syringes without a prescription under
a new law fhat also authorizes state collection
centers for used needles at police and fire sta
tions, pharmacies and publIc health offices. The
law, effective September 18, 2006 was vetoed by
Gov. Mitt Romney, however the Massachusetts
Senate and the House of Representatives in July
overrode the veto of the bilL
Conservative:
Brian S.Kennedy
It would appear the lat
est news around town is
the over-the-counter sales
of syringes and the public
health concerns surround
ing them. Personally I feel
our old friend Steven
Saritelli would be the best
to comment on the com
plexities of this issue, but
L..-_ _ _ _ _- - ' he recently graduated and
we have been able to find no Libertarian in sight,
so I'll have to give my less eloquent view.
It is a sad truth that the "War on Drugs" has
been woefully ineffective ever since it was
dreamed up 111 the heads of Washington Bureau
crats four decades ago. It turns out that over-the
counter syringes are available in a few states
already! one 01 them being Connecticut. I person
ally feel that anyone who uses illicit substances is
starting their life down a path towards a train
wreck and they would be better served by quit
ting the awfulbabit (or betterJetJ never starting)
befure the addiction takes hal ot their life and
enslaves them to a life of constantly: trying to get
the buzz back. It is a woeful state of affairs wnen
a mere inanimate object is the focal point of your
life and the meaning for your existence. Even
worse, drugs and CrIme go hand in hand.
Nevertheless, I feel tliat the government has
two options: legalize substances and make them
readify available at a heavily taxed cost, or con
tinue to play whack-a-mole with drug dealers.
Some substances such as cocaine are simply too
dangerous to be made available, and the only
way to stop such sales is to be ever vigilant and
seek the dealers of these drugs out, and lock
them away indefinitely" The users who go to the
dealer are technically ~uilty of a crime, but they
are enslaved to the sUDstance and are really just

the tragic pawns of a scumbag. They will be so
whether syringes are legal or not, because they
still have to ge1 the substance from somewhere.
My advice to all of y.ou is not to go into drugs,
stor smoking, and moaerate your orinking. I've
me a few stoners when they were doped uE, and
they have the mental awareness of a gnat. My
guess is they could get into a fight WIth a crash
aummy and lose. Potheads are losers, period,
and the only people who will be offended by that
statement are those who aren't stoned right now.
Cigarettes may be legal, but they steal women's
beauty and make men look effeminate (vou have
a tiny white tube burnin~ in your moutns gentle
men, you don't look coofor sexy), in additIon to
destroy'ing your internal organs and reeking of
death. I won't win any arguments against booze,
so I'll simply say to make sure you aren't the per
son feature9- in everyone else's amusing drunken
people stones.
Liberal:
Peter Connors
Massachusetts has made
a great stride in its over rid
ing of Gov. Romney's veto.
Tne over-the-counfer sale of
hypodermic syringes will
certainly be influential in re
ducing cases of HIV, Hepati
tis C, and other
communicable diseases.
While an argument of en
abling drug users could be made, I think it is im
portant that critics of this legislative action
realize that without clean syringes being accessi
ble, needles will be reused and aiseases will be
come more widespread. In addition, sales will
only be made to buyers over the age of 18, an age
by which I feel individuals will have made deCI
SIOns as to their drug use. I have a hard time be
lieving that a large population groups will decide
to try heroine because of the availabIlity of clean
needles. I look to the sale of condoms for a com
parable situation. Yes, abstinence is the best way
to rrotect against sexually transmitted diseases,
bu realistically, one cannot hope to expect Eeo
pIe to completely swear off premarital sex. Hav
mg an economical compromise, in the form of
correctly used condoms, has undoubtedly cut
down on the spread of STD's. Returning to the
issue at hand; while an end to premaritcil sex is

ridiculous, an
end to pubic
drug use is per
haps attainable.
Still, until the
nation is com
pletely drug free,
we would De
foolish to not
take opportuni
ties to reduce the
spread of com
municable disease. I certainly do not condone
heroine users, and cannot personally imagine
mainlining anything, but I realize tnat this is a
reality in our society, and until we are able to re
move such substances from the streets, compro
mises such as this should be made. Again,
arguing that more people will use these sub
stances because needles are now more widely
available is somewhat ridiculous. Needles have
always been available, and I'm sure many' of us
knew friends in high school who used substances
intravenously and would have gladly shared
with us. Now imagine you could have been as
sured that had vou taken part in such drug use,
the syringe you' would be using would be new
and sterile, would you have inaulged? I doubt it.
I say congratulations to the state 01 Massachu
setts for passing such legislature, just as I am
proud ofmy own state of Connecticut for having
such a policy in place. I look forward to the day
when such substances as heroine are no longer
on our streets, but I embrace the chance to reduce
the. spr~ad of communicable disease through this
legIslatIon.
The ideas presented ill Multipartisan Hackery do not
necessarily represent those C?J The Archway, Its edi
tors, writers, or Bryant Ulllversity. The writers of
Multipartisan Hackery are not politcal experts, but
are vocal with their political beliefs and are writing
from their perspective. Please realize that people who
fall along the political spectrum at the same place as
these wrzters often and may very well have a different
opinion on the subject at hand. Readers are strongly
encouraged to write letters to the editor in response to
the opimons expressed in this column. If YOll feel un
represented, send us an e-mail with your thoughts.

Stay Tuned: Maher Arar
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Letters to the editor:
Misrepresentation in The Archway
To the Editor:
I would like to correct a
misimpression reported in
Stephen Demers Archway ar
ticle, "Pressler: The New Era
of Lacrosse" (9/15/06). The
article implies that all the re
sponses to the hiring of for
mer Duke University lacrosse
coach, Mike Pressler, have
been positive. In fact there
are many differing opinions
about the hire, the hiring
process, and how informa
tion about this decision was
communicated.
Most of the Bryant commu
nity first learned about the
hire by reading the article in
the Providence Journal. My
own feelings when I read the
article were very negative,
undoubtedly in part because
I had not seen any official
University announcement
about the hire. It also seemed
incongruous to read that
someone was considered a
"transformational coach, an
exceptional human being" in
one paragraph and then three
paragraphs later to read that
'issues of race, class, sex, al
cohol and athletic elitism"
were associated with his res
ignation from Duke. After
my initial visceral reaction, I
reminded myself that I didn't
know all the facts and tried
to keep an open mind about
Coach Pressler and the situa
tion at Duke.
Since that time I have had
the opportunity to read sev
eral articles about the situa
tion at Duke. Having more
information has given m e
mor e perspective and h as led
me to reconsider m y initial
reaction to the hire. Unfortu
n ately, n t eve ryone has had
the same opportunity to fol
low up on this story. The
Bryant culture also has done
little to help clarify any of the
serious issues that this situa
tion has raised. I believe that
this lack of openness is detri
mental both to Coach
Pressler and to the Bryant
community.
In private conversations
with colleagues, it is clear
that some people feel as
though Bryant has sent a
message that athletic victo
ries are more important than
creating a safe, respectful en
vironment for women and
people of color. Although
these individuals may not
have sent e-mails, the Presi
dent was aware that some
members of the Bryant com
munity met with the Athletic
Director, Bill Smith, to dis
cuss these types of concerns 
a point that was not reflected

in The Archway a rticle.
In the meeting with Bill
Smith, we talked about spe
cific mechanisms that were in
place to ensure appropriate
behavior and accountability.
We also discussed the larger
issue of the institutional fail
ure to acknowledge that hir
ing anyone associated with
such serious allegations car
ries with it negative publicity
and possible bad feelings for
some people at Bryant - feel
ings tnat still need to be ad
dressed. The meeting with
Bill was productive; he vali
dated our concerns and ex
pressed a desire to work
collaboratively with us to cre
ate a positive culture on cam
pus for everyone.
Unfortunately, thus far
President Machtley has cho
sen to avoid involving the
greater Bryant community in
any open discussion of the is
sues surrounding the Duke
lacrosse team. Past failures
on this campus to adequately
address and support women,
gays, people ofcolor, and
people who are economically
disadvantaged makes it even
more important for us to dis
cuss these issues publicly,
particularly in light of our
emphasis on character and
integri ly a s p art of our mis
sion .
The n~ is a distinct fee ing
among som e of u s that
Bryant never W I t5 to ngage
in conversations tha t are d if
ficult and un likely to result
in consensus. But if you can't
have this kind of dia logue in
a unive rsity envi ronm n t,
then where can we talk abou t
coml;lex and important is
sues:
hop e that the a -rival of
Coach Pressler not on1y
presages a "new era of
lacrosse" but also serves as a
catalyst for a broader conver
sation about how we all can
work together to create a
more open, supportive envi
ronment for everyone at
Bryant. In that spirit, I wish
Coach Pressler, his family,
and the lacrosse team well
and look forward to working
with them in the future.
-Lynda St. Clair,
Associate Professor of Man
agement

Stem Cell Politics
wanted to show this quote
by the President when he
vetoed the bill, "It crosses a
moral boundary that our de
cent society needs to re
spect. So I vetoed it." I am
respectful of the moral

By Greg Hirshom
Variety Editor

Stem cell research has re
cently been a topic of much
debate in the news. The de
bate focuses on the morality
behind when a life be
"
gins and whether or not
','
I
it is ethical to use em
••
bryonic stem cells for
.~~~- (
f!"
scientific research pur
poses. On September
4th President Bush used
-~.
~.
his first veto in five and
a half years to overturn
(.
a bill that would have
,
loosened the restrictions
,
,
,
,
- , ,
on stem cell research.
The Senate approved
Stem cells may be the cure to
this bill with a near two many diseases facing society.
thirds majority before it
reached the President's desk.
Before continuing, I
Cont'd on Page 12
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Get Your Facts Straight!
Dear editor,
I would like to disagree with Mr. Steven C.
McKenna's column in the 9/15/2006 edition of
The Archway. While I could go along and dis
agree with point after point, I will spare you
and myself the effort. This is the first time I
have ever formally responded to an article
and would like to say that though I may dis
agree with Mr. McKenna, and as he soon may
with me, I respect his opinion and that of his
contemporaries. I believe that in disagreeing
and questioning each other, the government,
whoever, we constantly work toward build
ing a better society and government.
First off, Mr. McKenna poses the question
to the reader; "If the CIA feels that a suspect
has critical information that could possibly
prevent the loss of thousands of American
lives, why wouldn't they do everything
within their power to receive this informa
tion?" This makes sense ...but if Mr. McKenna
recalls his history, specifically April 8, 2004,
the sworn testimony of National Security Ad
visor Condoleeza Rice before the National
Commission On Terrorist Attacks Upon the
United States where Rice stated before the
commission, that the title of an August 6th
PDB (Presidential Daily Briefing) may have
been "Bin Laden Determined to Attack Inside
the United States."
Advisor Rice claims that the PDB was
based on historical data and speculated upon
what Bin Laden may have wanted to do.
Even if this is true ... and everything con
tained in the PDB was historical and made no
men tion of a new threat, a threat still existed.
Com m issioner Ben-Veniste points ou t that
num erous terrorist plots had been thwarted
by the government, specifically the p lan to
b low up the Los Angeles International Air
p ort and dissolved ce lls in Brooklyn and
B s ton.
The government had a certain le vel of suc
cess prior lo September 11 th in saving thou
sands of A merican lives by stopping Al
Qaeda (I choose n ot to use terrorist in this
case since they have been apart of American
history for a long time, see Oklahoma City
bombing), as previously mentioned, with the

exception of the USS Cole and the 1993
bombing of the WTC. My question then is, if
your boss comes to you with his daily brief
ing describing a terrorist leader who has plot
ted against the United States in the past, and
whether or it not it talks of the future, and
whether or not it mentions he would use
planes as weapons, do you A) press on in the
interest of natIonal security and try to foil the
leader's plans as was done in the past or B)
put down your surveillance goggles and as
sume the coast is clear?
Secondly, I agree that rapport building and
stroking should not be at the to:p of the list of
someone who may have useful mformation
that could save lives. But are we really trying
to accept that stripping a grown man, putting
him in a freezing room and forcing him to lis
ten to loud music is an acceptable interroga
tion tactic? That sounds more like drunken,
sophomoric dorm humor. Besides, if you
want to march into nations and try to spread
democracy and freedom you can not be treat
ing people behind closed doors like you
would your highly intoxicated roommate;
practice what you preach.
By the way, Al Qaeda operatives are just
better at resisting interrogation. American
soldiers undergo serious trainging, like the
Marines involved in SERE (Survival, Evasion,
Resistance, Escape), a camp where soldiers
practice survivins in the Okinawa Jungle by
making tools, eatmg squirrels and drinking
urine and if captur d, avoiding interrogation.
Even if they are well financed, don't expect
me to believe they are trained better than a
career soldier in any branch of the u.s Mili
tary. Accor d ing to Mr. McKenna, Al Q aeda
has a much better more sophistica l d tTairung
system ...ou t in the d esert .. .in tents.
-Adam Muccino
Condoleeza Rice's testimon y:
http://www.cnn.com/2004/ALLPO LI
TICS/04/08/rice.transcript/
Marine Corps SERE Training Here:
http://usmilitary.about. com/cs/m arinetrng/a/
marinesere.htm

Simon Says: Sex Is #9 In A
Healthy Relationship
With the start of a
new year I've been
spending a lot of time
offering support,
kleenex and a sympaB ~ b S·
thetic ear to many
y 0 y Im~n women who find themStaff Colummst selves in questionable re
lationships. In some instances, people want
to talk about the role of sex in a relation
ship ......how important is it for two people
to be sexually compatible or what's normal
sexual expression? Others want to talk
about jealousy within a relationship or how
drinking and drug use may affect intimacy
and sexuality. And still others have spoken
to me this past month about breaking up
with a long term boyfriend because they feel
as if they've grown and their boyfriend
hasn't.
So what are the top ten most important
things in a relationship? My mentor, Dr. Sol
Gordon taught me that the following quali
ties are necessary: mutual respect, equality
within the relationship, shared interests, inti
macy, sense of adventure, sense of humor,
communication, trust, sex and sharing of
household tasks. Did you notice that sex,
while important enough to make the Top 10
list, is not number 1- Its actually # 9!
Let's take a look at some of these:
- Mutual respect - what's important is
that your BF or GF is into you for who you
are - for your great sense of humor, your
sense of adventure, your love of travel, etc.
Does your partner listen when you say
you're not comfortable doing something and
then back off right away? Respect in a rela
tionship means that each person values who
the other is and understands - and would
never challenge - the other person's bound
aries. And it means speaking to each other
in respectful ways.
-Trust - You're talking with a guy from
accounting class, and your boyfriend walks
by. Does he completely lose it or keep walk
ing because he knows you'd never cheat on
him? It's OK to get a little jealous sometimes
- jealousy is a natural emotion and a little bit
of it is healthy. But how a person reacts
when he or she feels jealous is what matters.

There's no way you can have a healthy rela
tionship if you don't trust each other.
- Equality - You need to have give-and
take in your relationship, too. Do you take
turns choosing which new movie to see or
which restaurant to frequent? As a couple,
do you hang out with your partner's fnends
as often as you hang out with yours? It's not
like you have to keep a score card andmake
sure things are exactly even. But you'll know
if and when it isn't a pretty fair balance.
Things get bad really fast when a relation
ship turns into a power struggle, with one
. person fighting to get his or her way all the
time.
-Communication - You've probably heard
lots of stuff about how men and women
don't seem to speak the same language. We
all know how many different meanings the
little phrase "no, nothing's wrong" can have,
depending on who's saying it! Or, the ques
tion "how was your day?" often gets a differ
ent response from a man versus a woman.
But what's important is to ask if you're not
sure what he or she means, and speak hon
estly and openly so that the miscommunica
tion is avoided in the first place. Never keer
a feeling bottled up because you're afraid it s
not what your BF or GF wants to hear or be
cause you worry about sounding dumb. And
if you need some time to think something
through before you're ready to talk about it,
the right person will give you some space to
do that if you ask for it.
-Sex-Sex within a relationship varies
from couple to couple. Sometimes people
rush in to sex early on in a relationship while
others may wait a while. What's important is
that both people feel ok about the level of
sexual activity, the types of sexual behaviors,
frequency of sex, etc. Everyone has different
sex drives and when couples are able to com
municate clearly, they are able to resolve
many of the usual sexual problems couples
can face.
In my next column I'll address unhealthy re
lationships and what to do about them. In
the meantime, if you ever want to talk about
the relationship you're in, or if you're con
cerned about how yours is going, feel free to
stop by the Women's Center.
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Observations
. .

By Lauren Omzno and Ryan P. Daley

So we have been back to school for a few
weeks, gaining a feel for the changes we've no
ticed on campus and in policy. There are a lot of
new faces, new landscape, a new building, some
renovations, and a lot of hope for a productive
year. As we embark on this "journey" (or so
those sage adults call it), we will arrogantly as
sert to you, exactly that which we've taken obser
vation to around here, in hopes that you'll pay
attention to your surroundings and take part in
the transformation of our community.
E-mail
With the advent of Microsoft Outlook Web Ac
cess at the beginning of the summer, all looked
fantastic! However, soon after we started using
the program, we realized that it didn't have the
POP capabilities we loved in the past. This IMAP
stuff makes us have to be connected to the inter
net to read our e-mails. Whatever happened to
quickly downloading your e-mails for the long
car ride up north for the weekend, so we coula
respond to those that we know we'll never get to
since we're way to busy during the week. Any
way, Outlook far surpasses that old system we
were stuck with, (even though our inbox is still
super small) so we can't complain too much, but
Gmail's got that sexy POP capability, and we all
know "Once you POP, you can't stop."
Mass e-mail policy
Thank God we're not reminded for the 13th
time to attend the E-Pitch competition. We praise
the new mass e-mail policy for its concern about
our time wasted deleting unwanted junk in the
past, however it's still a bit inconvenient for us to
only get e-mails on Wednesdays. Kudos to Dr.
Eakin for being open-minded and listening to
our recommendations about how to make it bet
ter. A single e-mail a day detailing all the impor
tant announcements would be nice?

- - ---~
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Stem Cells
Cont' d from Page 10
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tIon and would understand If almost anybody
made that statement to me, but one person who
I am not willing to accept a statement like that
from is George Bush.
In case anyone forgot, we are currently at
war in Iraq. Let's take a look at a statement that
Bush made regarding Iraq, "He's got weapons
of mass destruction. This IS a man who has used
weapons of mass destruction." Using this as
pretence to invade Iraq we have found this
statement to be false as the United States has
still yet to find any weapons of mass destruc
tion. Making up false charges based on no truth
whatsoever is not a moral act in my book and
any person who would do something like that
has no clout in the measurement of moral
boundaries .
Even though the majority of the nation ap
proves of stem cell research, which is shown by
the congressional constituents approving a bill
to approve funding of it, the bilf was still ve
toed. I do not want to focus on the recent
events regarding the research but instead on the
effect that stem cell research could have if it
were a1?proved in this country.
In Smgapore, right now, stem cell research is
absolutely exploding. Since the year 2000 Sin
gapore has invested $949 million and another
$1.4 billion is budgeted to be invested into re
search within the next five years. Singapore of
fers higher salaries and better opportumties for
scientists interested in working with stem cells.
This has led prominent American scientists in
the research field to move to Singapore for the
opportunities that can be found there.
Singapore is not a country that I would call
liberal in most of their 1?ractices. In the mid
1990's a United States CItizen was sentenced to
caning for chewing gum. Other regulations in
place in Singapore were mandatory flushing of
toilets with hefty penalties levied against you if
you do not do so. Due to these regulations Sin
gapore is viewed as a stiff-necked country that
is extremely uptight about many issues.
Yes, this is the same Singayore that is lead
ing the world in the funding a stem cell re
search projects. The Unitea States does not
fund research, yet the nation of Singapore does.
It absolutely baffles me that a so-called' devel
oped country' such as the United States will not
fund research while a country that seem s to be

in the dust in regards to civil rights passed the
funding and is a leader in research worldwide.
The void created in the United States for
stem cell researchers has led people to head to
Singapore. Not only does this help the scientific
process taking place in that country but it also
helps the Singapore economy with more people
coming to the country to put money into the
economy. So, beyond a scientific issue this issue
is of financial importance because of the benefit
that these recent developments have on the
economy.
Now back home we currently have a national
debt of a minor eight and a half trillion dollars.
Each person in the country would have to pay
$28,492.31 to payoff 'their share' of the current
debt. Seeing all of this, there is a need for the
economic benefits involved with the stem cell
research industry inside the United States. The
medical benefits will be extraordinary when a
cure for diseases like diabetes and cancer are
found.
What about the financial benefits to the na
tion that does find a cure, how much money do
you think can be made by that lucky country?
The cure will be so sought after that individuals
and possibly other nations will be willing to pay
large sums of money for the cure that will be
found.
The national debt of this country will be re
duced mightily if we are the country to find that
cure. Also, the 1?ublic image of the United
States at this pomt in time is that we are the
most hated nation in the world. Finding a cure
for diseases that millions suffer from can only
help this image. So this shows that beyond the
moral issues mvolved in research there are the
issues of world image and our economy at
stake.
When this nation does not fund stem cell re
search it is not only hurting the medical com
munity but also hurting itself in its finances and
its image. It is time for this nation to fund stem
cell research and realize that we are living in the
year 2006 where the possibilities for medical in
novations are as they have never been before.
As the most powerful nation in the world we
need to fulfill our responsibility to further the
progress of the medical world.

Spring Break
Spring Break isn't for another damn 6 months.
We're sick and tired of these damn flyers remind
ing us to visit MTV's HI Spring Break spot, and to
sign up early because space is limited!f! First of
alI, we're broke college students and can't afford
to go away for spring break. Second, we'd rather
spend it being productive than promiscuous.
Third, the more you heckle us to sign up for your
damn trip and not the other numskulls selling
I~-----------------------------------------similar "experiences," the more we're going to
get so pissed off that we rip up all your damn
flyers and use them to wipe our asses!
(P.S.- Keep 'em off our Archway racks because
they're going straight to the trash if we find 'em
on there.)
pointed tha t I would allow
get all the facts and aren't ex
myself to fall victim to such
clusively relying on media
partiality. I did some re
deEictions.
search and gained higher es
I don't think that faculty
teem for Coach Pressler than
or students should have a say
initially, since all accounts
in the hiring process of the
about the incident at Duke
Athletics Department, but I
place Pressler distant from
would feel more comfortable
the incident, entirely blame
if the school communicated
less, and of high ethical in
with us even the fact that he
By Ryan P. Daley
tegrity with his dealings of
was hired, conSidering the
team Issues in the past. Even
national attention ana the
Opillion Editor
though he was forced to re
sensitivity of the subject.
Staff
( ont.lcl Inlm Ill,IlIOIl
In the September 15, 2006
sign, I thought he did the
Even most faculty heard
[f you need to contact The Archway or
issue of The Archway, Steve
right thing and was a better
about it through the ProJo ar
Lauren Cimino
any staff member, please feel free to usc
Demers wrote a cover story
ticle! They're the ones who
person than the media had
Editor-In-Chief
the contact information listed below.
Assistant Editor: John Crisafulli
"Pressler:
The
New
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will
most likely have to deal
given
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for.
The Archway
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reporting
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important
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Variety Editor: Gerg Hirshorn
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Photo Editor:
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tive publicity Bryant will
With that said, I think it's
everywhere else know that
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catcn from both local and na
it's a fact, and chances are
important to recognize that
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people, upon hearing the
that we all know someone
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Machtley's done so much to
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who's experienced it. Stu
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myself,
"And
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same
way
I
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when
I
first
tle illumination and
Letters to the Editor of 300 words or fewer will have the best chance of
he went and did this?!?" I
read that ProJo article. This
transparency once in a while
being published. Also, except in extraordinary circums tances, we will not print
submissions exceeding 500 words. All submissions are printed at the discretion
first took it as a blow to our
causes me some serious anxi
on issues that concern us will
of the newspaper staff. The Archwav staff reserves the nght to edit for length,
credibility, and to our in
ety, because if we want to
alleviate our concerns, assist
accuracy, clarity, and libelous material.
Letters and submissions must be submitted electronically. Bryant Uni ver·
tegrity.
provide an atmosphere of se
us to feel more confident in
sity community members ca n email submissions to: archway(a}bryanl.edu. let
After discussing this with
curity at Bryant, we've got to
the decisions of the adminis
ters and articles can also be given to The Archway on disk. They can be left in
friends, however, r realized I
be open about discussing cer
tration, and make us feel
The Archway drop box on the third floor of the Bryant Center or disks can be
mailed through campus mail to box 7,
tain things like Pressler's hire more at ease in our environ
wasn'tt.articularly fair
The deadltne for all submissions is by 5 p,m. on the Monday prior to publi
minde , and became disapin the public, so that people
ment.
cation (for a complete production schedule, contact The Archway office). Late

The Daley Soap Box·. The Need for
Transparency an d D·ISCUSSIOn
·
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submissions will be accepted at the discretion of 71,e Archway staff and more
than likely will be held until the next issut:.
Members of the Bryant community are welcome to take one copy o f each
edition of The Archway for free. If you arc interested in purchasing mUltiple
copies for a price of 50 ccnts each, please contact The Archway office. Please
note that newspaper theft is a crime. Those who VIOlate the single copy mle
may be subject to disciplinary action.
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Intern Spotlight:
Rachel
Blanchfield, '07
Concentration: Accounting
Minor: Legal Studies
Internship Site: Pricewaterhouse
Coopers
Location : Boston, MA, Summer
2006
What did you learn about the pro
fession?
Day to day life: where it was set
up, w ho you worked with, assign
ments and clients.
Gained a good un derstanding of
what the tax field was like.
What were your major responsi
bilities?
Preliminary tasks: tax form 5174;
converting currency rates to US dollars.
Made sure trial balances sum to zero and verified client's work.
Sat in on senior staff meetings/trainings.
What did you find most challenging about your internship?
Trainings: there was a lot of material that was overwhelming at
first. However, people were really generous in explaining
things thoroughly.
What did you find most rewarding about your internship?
It was wonderful that so many people were willing to stop and
explain things.
Seeing what the corporate culture at PWC was like - they were
so nice and gave us a diverse workload and really cared that
we were really learning.
Being right in the heart of Boston so associates would take us
out to lunch to help us get to know Boston better.
The amount of people I met, friends 1 made, the networking
events ... .1 just wrote about 20 emails thanking everyone! And
all the other interns I met there and now one of my best friends
who is from Michigan I met there.
This internship was AMAZING - they gave us real work and it
was so rewarding. So many times all of us interns would stop
and say "we are so lucky to be doing this."
Going to Walt Disney World at the end of the internship with
selected partners and other interns!
What did you learn about yourself?
That I liked the environment - I enjoyed going into the Boston
office everyday and going into the "war room".
It wasn't boring - people have this stereotypical idea that ac
counting is hum arum but it was anything but boring.
That I could do the work - as overwhelming as it seems you
learn so much and you figure out that you will catch on even
tually.
Did you receive compensation for your Academic internship?
Yes.
Who was your faculty supervisor and what were your aca
demic requirements?
Dr. Michael Lynch
Every two weeks we had to do a progress report of activities
completed. He gave us a lot of interesting questions we had to
answer which I thought was really important that everyone has
a chance to do an internship to see if they liked that career
field.
Wrote a ten page paper on my experience of the internship.
Rachael is willing to discuss her internship in more detain
Email. her at rblanchf(vbrvant.edu.
Winter break is an excell~nt time to do research on summer in
ternships and jobs. The Office of Career Services will be open
during the break and students are welcome to use the Career Li
brary and/or meet with a career counselor during this time. Stop
in to make an appointment or give us a call at 401-232-6090.
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2006-2007 Senate
2006-2007 xecuhve Boar
Eileen Hayes,
President
Craig Tetreault,
Vice Presiden t
Philip Weiss,
peaker of the Council
Mich lie Sobol,
Treas urer
Alan Waters,
Secretary

Student Senate Committees
David Santore,
Se nior Class and Elections Committees
Brittany Kelleher,
Senior Class and Chronicle Commzttees
John Saccheti,
Faculty Liaiso1l Academic and Foru ms Committees
Ryan Kelly,
Elections and Community Service Committees
Amr Zawawi,
Department of Public Safety Committee
Sarah Campbell,
Junior Class and Parents and Family Weekend Committees
Bennett Turner,
Junior Class and Webmaster Committees
Christina Austin,
Public Relations and Historian Committees
Jonathan Lopez-Pitts,
Athletics Committee
Katie Panetta,
Health Advisory Committee
Hanna Jorgensen,
Parents and Family Weekend and Sophomore Committees
Whitney Blastos,
Sophomore Class and Senior Service Awards Committees
Laura Kemp,
Food Operations Committee
Hassan Zawawi,
Facilities and Housing Committees
Steven Rosenblum,
Bryant Center Operations Committee
Norman Duquette,
Department of Public Safety and Information Technologies Committees

~ctions
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Alicia Townshend

student leaders of Alliance for Women's Awareness (AWA) and
Multicultural Student Union (MSU), are participating in the restora
tion efforts of New Orleans, January 5th - January 12th.
We are opening up this effort to the campus, and would like stu
dents who are willing and able to join in this initiative. Applications
are In stUdent activities, and will require an interview process.
The deadline for submittal is Wednesday, October 11 th at 4:30
pm.

Alicia Whalen

Matthew Robertson
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Amazing Race kicks off
season 10
couple have already been
would spend the night. All
By Greg Hirshorn
eliminated from the race.
the particip'ants were
Variety Editor
This season began in
shocked wnen the last team
I know what you are
Seattle, Washington where
to show up at the Forbidden
g.oinS to say, reality televi
CIty
was sent home, even
teams
found
out
they
had
to
sIOn IS overdone and there
race to the airport to get on
though the Forbidden City
is way too much of it on the
board one of two flights
was n ot an announced pit
air. I absolutely agree with
stop or end of a leg.
you -- many of the shows on leaving for Beijing, China,
with
OI:te
flight
leaving
a
full
The next morning teams
the air today elaim to be re
hour atter the other. Once
had to choose beh'leen labor
ality but are actually very
OIiented tasks, which con
in Beijing, teams reached a
far from it, with over
sisted of laying
dramatized plots
,.......---... bricks in traditional
and unrealistic situ
Chinese fashion or
ations. However,
leisure, which con
there is one show
sisted
of performing
that falls into the re
Taiji Bailong, which
ality category
. that I
is balancing a ball
do enjoy and that
on a paddle while
show is The Amazing
performing a chore
Race 10.
ographed dance.
The show has
From here the teams
been successful in
were sent to the
the past seasons. It
Great Wall of China
has gone on to win
where they were
four consecutive
told they had to
Emmy Awards for
climb
the wall using
being the best reality
a rope tied to the
show. During the
top. One team has
show, teams of two
a member with a
go on a scavenger
prosthetic leg and it
hunt around the
was very emotional
world, having to
for them when she
travel to different lo
finally managed to
cations and perform
scale The Great Wall
tasks along the way.
Photo Cour
At the ena of each Team members shown here are in the process of China.
The last team to
le g of the race ~e of scaling The Great Wall of China during one arrive was the hus
last team to arnve
f
band and wife duo,
may be eliminated. 0 the challenges.
eliminating them
The teams are consis
from the race. This show is
tantly unique, with different road block which is found
great if you are interested in
types of pairs in teracting
in every leg of the race. At
travel as you get to see ac
with one other during the
each roadblock the team
tivities in which different
race. This year the race inneeds to decide which
cultures from around the
eludes teams of best friends, member they want to com
globe participate. The sus
a Ken tucky couple, a father- plete a certain task. At this
pense of the million dollar
daughter combo from
particular roadblock the
Rhode Island, beauty
team member had to eat fish prize at the end of the race
IS yet another perk that
queens, brothers, cheerlead- ~yes, a Chinese delicacy,
m akes the show m ore excit
ers, single parents, two dat- trom a local Chinese restau
ing
to watch. You can watch
ing couples, a gay couple,
rant kitchen.
the Amazing Race on Sun
male models, and a marrjed
After completing this
days at 8:00 on CBS.
couple. The teams of best
task the teams were infriends and the married
structed to travel to the For
bidden City, where they

A la mode: Box Seats
By Ryan Daley
Opinion Editor
And
Lauren Cimino
Editor-in-Chief
Welcome back to another year of a fa
mode. We hope you had great dining experi
ences this summer, but now we're back to
h~lp guid,e you along the path of dining
bliss. We II be checking out local places all
year round; places to have a drink and ap
petizer with a friend, places to celebrate an
A on test, and places to take your significant
other for that special anniversary.
To start the year, we decided to go
around the comer to Box Seats. A casual
bar and restaurant, Box Seats provides fast
service and a relaxed, sforts bar atmos
here with a family fee.
auren:
Since I've been to Box Seats before I
knew what to expect - sports memor~bilia
everywh.ere, particularly featuring Red Sox
and PatrIots, and a welcoming staff.
Ryan and I decided to start with the ap
pe~izer c<;,mb<?: chicken tenders, potato
s~s, omon rmgs, and mozzarena sticks. I
pr~terred the chicken tenders and potato
skins; they were less greasy than the onion
rings and less deformed than the moz
zarella sticks.
For my meal, I went with Chicken Porta
bella over linguine. According to the
menu's description, the chicken portabella
carne with "sauteed, tender breast chunks
lotsa portabella mushrooms, scallions, and
tomatoes all simmered in a light sherry

t

lef!1on sauce." Unfortunately, I did not
enJoy the sauce that carne with it, it lacked
flavor, though it was cooked with the
chicken and Portobello mushrooms. Also,
the mushrooms were rather mushy; for me
not the most appetizing form of the fungu;.
.Th<;,ugh I d~d no~ fuHy enjoy my meal at
this trIp, I attrIbute It to the choice I made.
Box Seats is better known for their wings
and f~ied seafo~d. I?o suggest you go for a
fun mght out WIth fnends to buy appetizers
and drinks.
Ryan:
I really enjoyed Box Seats. I've heard
about the restaurant, but have never actu
ally been there. It was a cool atmosphere to
unwind and watch the end of the Pats game
on the ~unday we went. Of course, we had
to .go w.Ith the mixed appetizer of tenders,
skms, rmgs, and sticks. The skins were
great -long and thick with loads of bacon
and cheese, however the rest of the platter
was less than appetizing. It was too greasy,
~e tenders were the cheap, and the omon
nngs weren't as crispy as I like 'em.
My Ch~cken Z~garella was pretty good,
however, It came m a frying pan! I kriow
that sometimes fajitas at Chili's or other
restaurants like to bring out the sizzling
pan, but mine wasn't very hot, and probably
would have been just fine on a plate. The
pasta had green peppers and mushrooms in
an alfredo-style sauce, and the chicken was
dark fried.
I would definitely check out Box Seats
again sometime for an inexpensive, fast,
tasty meal in a cool atmosphere.

Want to go to the movies?
Want to go fot free?
Become ~ movie t'eviewet' tot'

The A rch WqY
Meetings qre Mondqys qt 4:30 in Room 2B
ofthe Bryqnt Center
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CSNY a show for the ages
with Neil Young's "Let's Impeach The Presi
By Pete Connors
~ent." Throughout the performance, the mon
Assistant Opinion Editor
Itors over the stage and on the lawn
On August 18th, I was able to attend the
"Freedom of Speech Tour" by the rock legends highlighted vide<;>s ?f Presi~ent .Bush's many
quotaole contradlchons whIle dIsplaying the
Crosby, Stills, Nash,
lyrics to the song.
and Young. Now, if
To my ear, there
you r ad my last con
was
something
cer t revi w, y u'll
powerful and
know I had listened
beautiful about
1 Net Young's ne w
hearing s veral
album, "Living With
thousand people
\Ajar," on th e wa to
singing
"Lets im
Bonnar 0 , more times
peach the presi
than I can count.
dent for hijacking
After s pend ing most
our religion and
of Bonnaroo thinking,
using
it to get
"the only thing this
elected," en
show is missing is
masse. The anti
Neil Young and
war anthem of the
Crazy Horse," r
Vietnam era
couldn't believe my
"Ohio" was also a
luck when a friend
great piece of the
got a hold of some
third set. The
relatively inexpensive
emotional
tickets to see not just
crescendo pecked
Neil Young, but all of
in "What Are
CSNY.
Their
Names,"
We got to the show
where the moni
a few minutes late,
tors were used to
missing the first three
display the 2000+
songs, which unfortu
Americans dead
nately included two
from
the Iraq war.
of CSNY's biggest
Neil Young then
hits; "Carry On" and
pressed the crowd
"Wooden Ships". As
to press on with a
a plus though, our
powerful rendi
seats were upgraded
as we walked in, so
photo courtesy of SouthCoastToday.com tion of "Keep on
we happily took our Pictured Left to Right: Stephen Stills, Neil Young, Rocking in the
Free World." A
David Crosby Graham Nash (Seated)
seats in out?oor rebrief
encore fea
served seating. As
'
turing "Wood
we sat down, Neil Young began his twelve
stock" ended the night. CSNY truly knows
song set, mostly off of his new album. My per
how
to put on a spectacular show, and has
sonal favorites were "After the Garden" and
more than the playlist necessary to do so. If
"TI:e Restless Consumer." The passion with
you get the chance, I implore you to see these
whI~h Mr. yo~ng play~d his m~sic truly spoke
Icons of rock and roll. Their music, and in my
to hIS conVIctIon to seemg PreSIdent Bush im
opinion, their messages of ace and account
peached und the Iril!1i war ended. My friend
ability, are not to be misse .
Dustm saId It best, "You can hear how old
)I
ome, but even as
h is Y0ice fails him mid-song, you
can t. help, but be swept up by his
passIOn. ' Mr. Young finished his
set "Deja vu" and tl'ie band took
a .bre.ak before r;t~ming to play
h its .trom CSNY s tull play list.
GIvmg a nod to CSNY s hjs
tory of breaking up into 0 10 acts,
mo~t noteably Y u ng. the secon d
s t tea tured son g prayed ... ith
tw o, three, or tour han d mem
bers on stage. Thl!i conHgura ti n
would correspond to who was in
the band \\'h n th\? s<m~ was
w.ntten Soml~ ot the hlghlighlS
ot th i.., et 'em: "Our HOll. ,"
"Teach Your hildr 'n,'" < nd N it
Young's "Only L ve Can Break
our l leilrL." S ended Ihe sec
ond set, leaving the audil ce
piJoto courtesy of ConcertLive Wire.com
with a considerably great show
u p to that p oin t. Bu t CSI Y was
fa r from done with the Twe ter Center.
The band returned to the stage for six
of the most pow r ful songs I have seen per
formed in m any years. The barrage began
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rrop 10
ISelling DVDs
l)Brother Bear 2: The Moose Are On The Loose
2) The Sentinel
3)Take The Lead
4)Akeelah & The Bee
5)Arrested Development: Season Three
6)Poseidon
7)Silent H ill
8)South Park: The Complete Eighth Season
9)RV

lO)Friends With Money

[ op 20 Singles
1) Justin Timberlake
SexyBack
2)Fergie
London Bridge
3)The Pussycat Dolls
Featuring Snoop Dogg
Buttons
4)Gnarls Barkley
Crazy
5)Sean Paul Feat.
Keyshia Cole
Give It Up To Me
6)Snow Patrol
Chasing Cars
7)Ne-Yo
Sexy Love
8)Nickelback
Far Away
9)Hinder
Lips OfAn Angel
10)Nelly Furtado Fea
turing Timbaland
Pl'Onzisctlol.ls
ll)Jibbs
Chain Ht7ng Low

12)Beyonce
Ring The Alarm
13)Chingy Featuring
Tyrese
Pullin'Me Back
14)Panic! At The Disco
I Write Sins Not
Tragedies
15)Ludacris Featuring
Pharrell
MoneyMaker
16)The Fray
How To Save A Life
17)E-40 Featuring T
Pain & Kandi
Girl U And Oat
18)Young Oro Featur
ing T.I.
Shoulder Lean
19)Yung Joe Featuring
Brandy 'Ms. B.' Ham
brick
I Know You See It
20)C a

ie

!vie & U

Billboard Top 10 selling albums
6)Christina Aguilera
Back To Bas ics
7)Jessica ~ imp. (

l)Beyonce

B'Onll.I
2)Audio lave

Modem Times

A FlIblfc Affflir
8)N ickeIback
AUD,t' RIght Reasons

4}Danity Kane

9)lron Maiden

Dal1ity Kal1e
5)SOlmdtrack
Th Cheetah Girls 2

A lvIatter Of Life And
Death
IO)Hinder
Ex treme Behavior

2

9

Revelatwll
3)8 ob 0 Ian

Bryant Selling N aIDing Rights
By BrianKennedy
Staff Writer
. Bryant has recently been having a discus
SIOn about changing the residence halls and
townhouses from numbers to names. We have
had a recent massive donation from AMICA in
exchange for renaming part of the Campus
(Career Services is now the AMICA Center for
C~reer Education). I was speaking to my
frIends and thou~ht it would be amusing to
see ~hat kind of Ironic names Bryant could
pOSSIbly attach to our buildings. So kick back,
relax, and have some laughs.
The Enron Center for Business Ethics
The Arthur Anderson CPA Certification Exam
Tyco Children's Center
The Gary Coleman Center for Public Security
Management
The William J. Clinton Women's Center
The George W. Bush ESL Program
The Martha Stewart Investment Center
The Hillary Clinton Multicultural Center
The Mel Gibson Center for Health and Well
ness

The Ray Nagin Department of Public Trans
portation
The Mao-Tse Tung Institute for Chinese-Amer
ican Relations
The Michael Brown Management Resource
Center
The Terry Francona Athletics Center
The Microsoft Center for Laptop Maintenance
and Operation
The Howard Stem Communications Complex
The E~ril Lagasse Dining Complex
~e BrItney Spears Parent Planning Center
Lmdsay Lohan Nutrition Center
The Johnny Cochran Law Center
The Keith Richards Drug Rehabilitation Cen
ter
Delay Hall
Alco Hall
Gates Hall
Buffet Hall
Lincoln Hall
Brown House
Walton House
Madden House
Welch House
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Learn more about
Erin Towery
and tell us more
about you. Visit
pwc.com/bringit.
Your life. You can
bring it with you.
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